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Abstract: We construct examples of single-sector supersymmetry breaking based on
simple deformations of supersymmetric QCD with (weakly) gauged ﬂavor group. These
theories are calculable in a weakly coupled Seiberg dual description. In these models,
some of the particles in the ﬁrst two generations of quarks and leptons are composites
of the same strong dynamics which leads to dynamical supersymmetry breaking. Such
models can explain the hierarchies of Yukawa couplings in the Standard Model, in a
way that predictively correlates with the spectrum of SUSY-breaking soft terms.Contents
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1. Introduction
Realistic supersymmetric models usually assume a hidden sector where supersymme-
try breaks, a visible sector containing the MSSM or some extension thereof, and a
messenger sector which communicates the SUSY-breaking to the MSSM, generating a
predictive pattern of soft terms. In models of gravity mediation, this communication
typically occurs through moduli-like ﬁelds which introduce direct Planck-suppressed
couplings between the hidden sector F-terms and the MSSM ﬁelds (through dimen-
sion six terms in the K¨ ahler potential). In gauge mediation, instead the messengers
are massive ﬁelds carrying Standard Model gauge charges, which themselves may feel
supersymmetry breaking in a variety of diﬀerent ways. Loop eﬀects controlled by Stan-
dard Model gauge couplings then transmit the SUSY-breaking to the Standard Model
ﬁelds.
1It is natural to ask if there are simpler models which have a less modular structure.
In this paper, we explore an idea suggested in [1, 2]. These authors suggested that there
is a single sector which both breaks supersymmetry and produces (some of) the quarks
and leptons of the Standard Model as composites of the same strong dynamics. They
produced a variety of examples which seem to accomplish this basic goal. However, the
existing examples are not calculable – there is no small parameter in terms of which the
precise vacuum structure or soft-terms can be computed. In this paper, we pursue the
construction of calculable examples of this basic idea. We will ﬁnd that such models
are easily realized in simple deformations of supersymmetric QCD (which include extra
gauge singlet “spectators” to the QCD dynamics). The compositeness scale will be the
strong-coupling scale of the QCD theory, which we typically take to be a high scale,
while the SUSY-breaking dynamics will occur at parametrically lower energies (giving
rise to TeV-scale soft terms).
The great attraction of this idea of single-sector SUSY breaking is that, in addition
to avoiding the modular structure of gravity and gauge mediation, it correlates the
SUSY-breaking soft terms in a predictive way with a possible model of ﬂavor physics.
The composite generations naturally arise from products of basic ﬁelds in the high en-
ergy theory; their couplings to the Higgs are then secretly higher-dimension operators,
suppressed by a ﬂavor scale Mﬂavor. Therefore, the composite generations naturally
have suppressed Yukawa couplings. This suggests that one should construct models
where the ﬁrst two generations are composite, while the third generation is a specta-
tor to the strongly-coupled dynamics. Then it naturally transpires that the soft mass
of the top squark will be parametrically smaller than the soft masses of the ﬁrst two
generation squarks, for instance; the latter directly feel the strongly coupled SUSY
breaking dynamics, while the stop only gets a mass through gauge mediation eﬀects
feeding down from the higher scale soft masses. In this way, one obtains a predictive
structure where the ﬂavor properties of the Standard Model are directly reﬂected also
in the spectrum of soft masses. In fact, such a spectrum of soft terms was proposed
as being particularly phenomenologically attractive in earlier work [3, 4, 5, 6], even
without the simple dynamical explanation provided by this class of models.
It is important to be sure that any direct coupling of the Standard Model ﬁelds
to the SUSY-breaking sector does not generate the soft masses at tree level through
renormalizable interactions. In that case, the Dimopoulos-Georgi theorem [7] (which
follows from a simple examination of supertraces of mass-matrices arising from tree
level SUSY-breaking) would guarantee the existence of a squark which is lighter than
one of the ﬁrst generation quarks. The strongly-coupled single-sector models can evade
this theorem as in [1, 2]. In our theories, where the supersymmetry breaking dynamics
can be analyzed perturbatively in a magnetic dual description as in [8], we will see
2that the theorem is evaded because the soft terms are generated by loop eﬀects in the
magnetic theory.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In §2, we review the existence of
SUSY-breaking vacua in supersymmetric QCD (SQCD). In §3, we describe various
modiﬁcations we make to this theory to produce a single-sector model. We focus on
the case that produces either one or two composite ¯ 5s of SU(5). In §4, we describe
various extensions that can produce up to two full composite generations in the 10+¯ 5
of SU(5). While the models of §3 and §4 do not have many extra matter ﬁelds at the
TeV scale, this is because we push a large number of extra charged ﬁelds to a high mass
scale. This is inelegant, so in §5, we also present some models where the electric gauge
theory is slightly more complicated, but where the number of extra multiplets (that
would appear at a very high scale) is somewhat ameliorated. We close in §6 with some
basic comments about the phenomenology of these models, and other model-building
ideas. In the appendix, we show that various perturbations we make to the basic SUSY-
breaking metastable vacua in SQCD [8] (to allow greatly improved phenomenology) do
not destabilize the SUSY-breaking vacuum.
2. SUSY-breaking vacua in SUSY QCD
We now provide a brief review of the metastable vacua of SQCD [8]. This model is
usually referred to as ISS. In the next section we ﬁnd that simple examples of these
theories can be extended to give rise to composite models.
The basic model of [8] corresponds to SQCD in the free magnetic range Nc + 1 ≤
Nf < 3
2Nc with massive ﬂavors
W = mTr ˜ QQ. (2.1)
This theory has a dual description which captures the same infrared (IR) physics
[9]. The IR free magnetic dual has SU(N) gauge group (where N = Nf − Nc), Nf
ﬂavors q and ˜ q, and mesons M. From the perspective of the electric theory, the mesons
are composite operators: Mij = Qi   ˜ Qj.
The superpotential for the dual theory is
W =
1
ˆ Λ
TrMq˜ q + mTrM (2.2)
where the last term follows from (2.1). ˆ Λ is determined in terms of the electric and
magnetic dynamical scales Λe and Λm
Λ
3Nc−Nf
e Λ
3(Nf−Nc)−Nf
m = ˆ Λ
Nf (2.3)
3We can deﬁne rescaled mesons with canonical dimension Φ = M/Λe, and the
couplings h = Λe/ˆ Λ and  2 = −mˆ Λ. Then, (2.2) becomes
W = hTrqΦ ˜ q − h 
2TrΦ (2.4)
For   = 0, the global symmetry (recall that the SU(N) gauge group is IR free and
hence becomes global) is
SU(N) × SU(Nf)
2 × U(1)B × U(1)
′ × U(1)R (2.5)
The ﬁelds in the magnetic theory q, ˜ q and Φ transform as (N,Nf,1), (N,1,Nf) and
(1,Nf,Nf) under SU(N) × SU(Nf) × SU(Nf). For    = 0, (2.4) breaks the global
symmetry group down to
SU(N) × SU(Nf) × U(1)B × U(1)R (2.6)
with SU(Nf) the diagonal subgroup in SU(Nf)2. We can parametrize ﬁelds as
q
T =
 
χN×N
ρNc×N
 
, ˜ q =
 
˜ χN×N
˜ ρNc×N
 
Φ =
 
YN×N ZT
N×Nc
˜ ZNc×N Φ0,Nc×Nc
 
. (2.7)
Supersymmetry is broken at tree-level by the rank-condition. There is a classical
moduli space of non-supersymmetric vacua with vacuum energy V0 = Nc|h2 4|, cor-
responding to  χ˜ χ  =  2 and Φ0 arbitrary. The pseudomoduli, namely the classically
ﬂat directions that are not Nambu-Goldstone bosons of any broken global symmetry,
are stabilized at 1-loop at
Φ0 = 0 χ = ˜ χ =  1N (2.8)
getting O(|h2 |) masses. All other directions are ﬁxed at zero at tree level, with
O(|h |) masses. The theory also has a supersymmetric vacuum. In the limit ǫ ≡
 /Λm ∼
 
m/Λe → 0, the metastable vacuum is far from the supersymmetric one and
is parametrically long lived .
The vev of the dual quarks in (2.8) breaks (2.6) down to
SU(N)D × SU(Nc) × U(1)B × U(1)R (2.9)
where we have used Nf − N = Nc.
Our goal is to construct models in which some of the MSSM ﬁelds are composite
from the perspective of the UV theory. Hence, they should arise as (part of) the mag-
netic mesons Φ. Furthermore, in order to circumvent the Dimopoulos-Georgi theorem,
we want their soft masses not to be generated at tree level. As a result, the composites
are constrained to live inside the pseudomoduli matrix Φ0.
43. The simplest models: composite ¯ 5s of SU(5)
We begin by writing down simple theories that generate just the ¯ 5 components of
one or two generations as composites. Throughout the paper we will abuse notation
by referring to MSSM matter ﬁelds in terms of SU(5) quantum numbers. In part
this is because our models are naturally viewed as uniﬁed theories, and in part this is
because it is more cumbersome to tabulate the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) quantum numbers
individually; it is easy to go back and forth, of course.
3.1 A single ¯ 5
We start with SQCD with SU(6) gauge group and Nf = 7 ﬂavors of quarks. The
SU(7)ﬂavor ﬂavor symmetry will be higgsed down to SU(6)ﬂavor in the ISS vacuum, as
described in §2. In terms of representations of the SU(5) subgroup of SU(6)ﬂavor which
we are going to eventually (weakly) gauge, the quarks decompose as
Q = (5 + 1) + 1
˜ Q = (5 + 1) + 1
(3.1)
The parentheses group the SU(5) representations in a given SU(6)ﬂavor representation.
The ﬁelds in the magnetic theory can be decomposed following (2.7)
q
T =
 
χ1×1
ρ6×1
 
, ˜ q =
 
˜ χ1×1
˜ ρ6×1
 
, Φ =
 
Y1×1 ZT
1×6
˜ Z6×1 Φ0,6×6
 
, (3.2)
with Y , Z, ˜ Z and Φ0 transforming in the 1, ¯ 6, 6 and (Adj + 1) of SU(6)ﬂavor.
Since Φ ∼ Q   ˜ Q, it follows from (3.1) that Φ0 decomposes into
Φ0 = ¯ 5 + [24 + 5 + 1 + 1], (3.3)
where the ¯ 5 which we wish to identify with the ﬁrst generation down-type quarks and
(e,ν) appears outside of the brackets. In addition to this matter content, we introduce
the further matter required to complete 3 full generations in the (10 + ¯ 5) of SU(5)
– a 10 we can call Ψ(1), and two (10 + ¯ 5)s we can denote by Ψ(2,3). We additionally
introduce matter ﬁelds X¯ 5 and X24, in the ¯ 5 and 24 representations. We will pair these
up with the extra unwanted SU(5)-charged matter in (3.3), giving the extra multiplets
a mass of order Λe. Finally we imagine the standard Higgs content, with elementary
Higgs scalars; we will omit further mention of these multiplets (while discussing the
elementary MSSM generations only so it is completely clear which matter ﬁelds are
composite).
5Concretely, in order to give masses to the unwanted matter in the mesons, we add
the following terms to the superpotential in the electric theory:
W3 = λ
 
(Q ˜ Q)5X¯ 5 + (Q ˜ Q)24X24
 
. (3.4)
These terms turn into mass terms in the magnetic dual, giving masses of O(Λe) to the
extra states for λ ∼ O(1) (recall that one must re-scale the meson by a power of Λe to
canonically normalize it, in the magnetic theory). We will generally want to choose Λe
to be a very high energy scale, approaching MGUT. Note that we are guaranteed that
the chiral fermion in the ¯ 5 of SU(5) that arises from Φ0 will remain massless at the
level of our discussion – chirality in absence of SU(5) breaking forbids it from obtaining
a mass.
Finally, we need to worry about breaking the U(1)R which is unbroken in the
metastable SUSY-breaking vacuum. Such an unbroken U(1)R would forbid (Majorana)
gaugino masses. The simplest way to break the U(1)R is to add a quartic superpotential
perturbation in the electric theory:
W4 = h
2 φ tr((Q ˜ Q)
2) . (3.5)
The perturbation in (3.5), in absence of our W3, has been studied extensively in
the recent paper [10], building on the work of [11, 12]. As in the  φ = 0 case, the global
symmetry is given by (2.9). This perturbation has several important eﬀects:
• For  φ  = 0, the quartic terms result in a tree level breaking of the U(1)R symmetry
present in the unperturbed ISS vacuum. It also results in a parametrically larger
spontaneous breaking – the SU(6)ﬂavor singlet trΦ0 acquires a vacuum expectation
value.
• The coupling (3.5) gives a small mass term pairing the ¯ 5 in Φ0 and the 5 in Φ0. This
is non-zero but far smaller than the mass pairing the external X¯ 5 ﬁeld to the 5 in Φ0.
Therefore, the massless ¯ 5 is no longer precisely the composite ¯ 5 in Φ0 - there is some
admixture of the external ¯ 5 X¯ 5. However, in the regime h ∼ 1, φ ≪ Λe, where we
work, the massless ¯ 5 is almost entirely the composite from Φ0. A similar remark will
apply in all other models in this paper.
• For  φ ≪  , the 1-loop eﬀective potential still has a reliable supersymmetry-breaking
minimum. The vev of trΦ0 and the MSSM gaugino mass are ∼  φ.
• We note that in [10], an additional quartic double-trace perturbation played an im-
portant role in giving masses to the charged fermions in the Φ0 supermultiplet. In our
6case, the cubic perturbation (3.4) gives these particles a much larger mass, and we do
not need to activate the double-trace perturbation. The fact that these extra states get
a mass of O(Λe) in our construction is crucial for avoiding Landau poles at relatively
low energies. Even if one is interested in just building models of direct gauge mediation
without composite quarks and leptons, it seems that introducing the extra spectators
X and pairing them up with the extra states in Φ0 as in (3.4) may be a simple way to
proceed to avoid Landau poles (or push them up to much higher energies).
The reader may wonder if the presence of the 1-loop minimum discussed in [10]
is robust in the presence of the cubic perturbations (3.4). We show that this is so in
appendix A; it is important that in perturbing the theory with (3.4), we did not add
new couplings of the singlet Tr(Φ0).
In summary, the matter content in the electric theory is:
SU(6)gauge SU(5)SM ⊂ SU(6)ﬂavor
Q 6 5 + 1 + 1
˜ Q 6 ¯ 5 + 1 + 1
Ψ(1) 1 10
Ψ(2,3) 1 10 + ¯ 5
X¯ 5 1 ¯ 5
X24 1 24
(3.6)
The matter content in the magnetic theory is:
Φ

   
   
SU(5)SM ⊂ SU(6)ﬂavor
q 5 + 1 + 1
˜ q 5 + 1 + 1
Y 1
Z 5 + 1
˜ Z 5 + 1
Φ0 ¯ 5 + [24 + 5 + 2 × 1]
Ψ(1) 10
Ψ(2,3) 10 + ¯ 5
X¯ 5 ¯ 5
X24 24
(3.7)
The most rudimentary phenomenology of this class of models (with a focus on the
that of the models with two full composite generations) will be brieﬂy discussed in §6.
The important feature in this particular model is that below the scale Λe (which serves
as the compositeness scale in these models), the only light SU(5) charges are the three
7MSSM generations, and vector-like “messenger” matter arising from the ρ, ˜ ρ, Z and
˜ Z ﬁelds. We refer to these ﬁelds as the (ρ,Z) sector which, in this model, consists of
two (5 + ¯ 5) pairs at the tree level mass scale ∼ h . More precisely, 2NcN real scalars
in the (ρ,Z) sector are Nambu-Goldstone bosons of the SU(Nf) → SU(N) × SU(Nc)
breaking of the global symmetry. These scalars become pseudo-Goldstone bosons once
the MSSM gauge group is higgsed, picking a mass ∼ gSM /(4π) [10]. This fact holds
for the rest of our examples. The resulting theory will be a hybrid of a single-sector
model and a model of direct gauge mediation, where gauge mediated masses arise both
from the composite Standard Model ¯ 5 and the (ρ,Z) messengers.
3.2 Two ¯ 5s
One can obtain models with two composite ¯ 5s by a simple generalization of the theory
in §3.1. For the electric gauge theory, we choose SU(7) gauge theory with Nf = 8
ﬂavors of quarks. The analysis proceeds by precise analogy to §3.1, with
Q = (5 + 1 + 1) + 1
˜ Q = (5 + 1 + 1) + 1
(3.8)
In terms of SU(5) representations, Φ0 decomposes into
Φ0 = ¯ 5 + ¯ 5 + [24 + 5 + 5 + 5 × 1] . (3.9)
We introduce spectators XR in the appropriate representations to pair up with the
unwanted matter in brackets in (3.9), via a coupling completely analogous to (3.4).
This gives these ﬁelds a mass of order Λe. We also add SU(5) multiplets Ψ(1,2) in the
10 and Ψ(3) in the (10 + ¯ 5) to ﬁll out the MSSM matter content.
In addition to the three generations of quarks and leptons (with the ﬁrst two being
partially composite), we ﬁnd two (5 + ¯ 5) “messenger” pairs from the (ρ,Z) sector.
4. Models with fully composite generations
The models of §3 are good as warmups, but would leave us in the awkward situation of
having a potential explanation for the small Yukawa couplings of e.g. the down-type
quarks, but not the up-type quarks. It is clearly more desirable to build fully composite
generations. Here we describe theories that produce one or two composite generations.
4.1 Producing one full generation in the 10 + ¯ 5
To produce one full composite generation, we consider SQCD with Nc = 11 and Nf =
12. The SU(12) global symmetry is higgsed down to SU(11) by the dual quark vev in
8(2.8). The MSSM gauge group is an SU(5) gauged subgroup of SU(11). We choose
the following embedding of SU(5) into SU(12)
Q = (5 + 5 + 1) + 1
˜ Q = (5 + 5 + 1) + 1
(4.1)
where the decomposition in parenthesis indicates the embedding into SU(11). The
mesons of the magnetic theory can be decomposed according to
Φ =
 
Y1×1 ZT
1×11
˜ Z11×1 Φ0,11×11
 
(4.2)
with Y , Z, ˜ Z and Φ0 transforming in the 1, 11, 11 and (Adj + 1) of SU(11). Φ0
decomposes into
Φ0 = (10 + ¯ 5) +
 
2 × 24 + 15 + 15 + 10 + 2 × 5 + 5 + 3 × 1
 
(4.3)
under SU(5), where we identify the desired composite generation plus additional mat-
ter. In addition to the matter content of the ISS model, we introduce two elementary
(10 + ¯ 5) generations, which we denote Ψ(1) and Ψ(2), and which correspond to two el-
ementary Standard Model generations. And, as in §3, we introduce spectator ﬁelds to
the SQCD dynamics which are charged under SU(5), one for each extra charged matter
ﬁeld in (4.3). This means we have ﬁelds X24,X′
24,X15,X15,X10+¯ 5,X′
¯ 5,X′
5. (One can
also remove the singlets other than Tr(Φ0) in this manner, if one chooses).
In order to give masses to the additional matter that arises as mesons, we introduce
the following superpotential couplings in the electric theory
W3 = λ
 
R
 
(Q ˜ Q)RXR
 
(4.4)
where R runs over all of the SU(5)-representations of the X ﬁelds, and the Yukawa
coupling pairs them up with the unwanted components of the meson. These couplings
give masses ∼ Λe to all extra charges arising from Φ0, leaving just the composite
generation light. We also add the quartic coupling in (3.5) to break the R-symmetry.
9In summary, the matter content of the electric theory is
SU(11)gauge SU(5)SM ⊂ SU(11)global
Q 11 5 + 5 + 1 + 1
˜ Q 11 5 + 5 + 1 + 1
Ψ(1,2) 1 10 + ¯ 5
X24 1 24
X′
24 1 24
X15 1 15
X15 1 15
X10 1 10
X¯ 5 1 ¯ 5
X′
¯ 5 1 ¯ 5
X′
5 1 5
(4.5)
The matter in the magnetic theory is given by
Φ

     
     
SU(5)SM ⊂ SU(11)global
q 5 + 5 + 1 + 1
˜ q 5 + 5 + 1 + 1
Y 1
Z 5 + 5 + 1
˜ Z 5 + 5 + 1
Φ0
(10 + ¯ 5) + [2 × 24 + 15 + 15+
+10 + 2 × 5 + 5 + 3 × 1]
Ψ(1,2) 10 + ¯ 5
XR R = 2 × 24 + 15 + 15 + 10 + 5 + 2 × ¯ 5
(4.6)
To save space, we have compressed the spectator representations into a single line in
(4.6); the spectators to the SQCD dynamics are enumerated individually in (4.5), and
we trust this will cause no confusion.
In addition to the light ﬁelds we have already enumerated above, one should keep
in mind that there are additional light “messengers” from the (ρ,Z) sector. These
transform in the 4 ×(5 + ¯ 5) of SU(5).
4.2 Models with two composite generations
To produce a model with 2 composite generations (we could further extend the model
to accommodate three, but the large value of the top-quark Yukawa coupling makes
one hesitant to pursue that interpretation), we start with SQCD with Nc = 16 and
10Nf = 17. The SU(17) global symmetry is higgsed down to SU(16) by the quark
condensate in the ISS metastable vacuum. The MSSM gauge group is a weakly gauged
SU(5) subgroup of SU(16); the embedding is such that, in the electric theory, the
quark ﬁelds transform as
Q = (5 + 5 + 5 + 1) + 1
˜ Q = (5 + 5 + 5 + 1) + 1
(4.7)
where the parenthesis separate the 16 and 16 of SU(16) from the singlet. The magnetic
mesons of the theory take the form
Φ =
 
Y1×1 ZT
1×16
˜ Z16×1 Φ0,16×16
 
(4.8)
with Y,Z, ˜ Z and Φ0 transforming in the 1, 16, 16 and (Adj + 1) of SU(16). Φ0
decomposes into SU(5) representations as:
Φ0 = 2×(10 + ¯ 5)+
 
5 × 24 + 2 × 15 + 2 × 15 + 2 × 10 + 3 × 5 + ¯ 5 + 6 × 1
 
. (4.9)
We have put the two composite generations as the ﬁrst contributions on the right hand
side of (4.9). All of the other charged matter ﬁelds in Φ0, we can lift as in all of the
previous models: we add appropriate spectators XR to the SQCD dynamics which
transform under the global (soon to be weakly gauged) SU(5), and we pair them up via
the analogue of (3.4). These states can then be integrated out at the high scale Λe. In
addition, we need to add an “elementary” third MSSM generation Ψ(3) in the (10+¯ 5)
of SU(5).
As in §4.1, in addition to these states, there are 6 × (5 + ¯ 5) “messengers” coming
from the (ρ,Z) sector.
5. Models with fewer un-necessary very massive states at Λelectric
All models discussed so far embed the MSSM composite ﬁelds into the adjoint of
an SU(Nc) subgroup of the global symmetry group. As a result, a large number of
extra ﬁelds charged under the MSSM are generated. While we have explained how to
give these ﬁelds large masses via cubic superpotential couplings of the form (4.4), this
abundance of extra matter is to some extent aesthetically unpleasant.
A simple way to improve this situation is to consider other gauge theories with
metastable vacua in which the magnetic mesons (more concretely the pseudomoduli
analogous to Φ0) appear in smaller representations. SQCD with Sp(Nc) gauge group
11and massive ﬂavors is a natural candidate for such a construction. In this case, the
size of Φ0 is roughly reduced by a factor two. We now discuss this model very brieﬂy,
focusing on the reduction of the additional matter content. We refer the reader to [13]
and [8] for details on Seiberg duality and metastable SUSY breaking in these theories.
Let us consider Sp(Nc) SQCD with Nf ﬂavors, given by the ﬁelds Qi (i = 1,...,2Nf)
in the fundamental representation. The Seiberg dual theory has Sp(N) gauge group
(N = Nf − Nc − 2), Nf ﬂavors of dual quarks qi (i = 1,...,2Nf), mesons Φ and a
cubic superpotential coupling dual quarks and mesons [13]. The free-magnetic range
corresponds to Nc + 3 ≤ Nf ≤ 3
2(Nc + 1). The global symmetry is
SU(2Nf) × U(1)
′ × U(1)R . (5.1)
The qi and Φ transform in the 2Nf and antisymmetric representations of SU(2Nf),
respectively. The ISS construction extends to this model, i.e. if we add a mass term
for the quarks in the electric theory, SUSY is broken in a mestastable vacuum. Adding
an equal non-vanishing mass to all ﬂavors of the electric theory, the global symmetry
is reduced to
Sp(Nf) × U(1)R (5.2)
At the metastable vacuum, the dual quarks acquire a vev, breaking the global symmetry
down to
Sp(N)D × Sp(Nc + 2) × U(1)R (5.3)
In complete analogy with the SU(Nc) case, the meson matrix contains pseudomoduli
parametrized by a 2(Nc + 2) × 2(Nc + 2) antisymmetric sub-matrix Φ0 inside Φ, in
which we will embed the MSSM composites.
Now, let us construct a model with one full composite generation. Consider Sp(4)
gauge theory with Nf = 7. As in previous examples, the magnetic gauge group is
trivial. The global symmetry group of this theory includes an SU(14) factor which
is spontaneously broken to Sp(6) in the metastable vacuum. We embed SU(5) into
SU(14) so that
Q = 5 + 5 + 4 × 1 . (5.4)
The dual meson transforms in the 91 of SU(14), and the pseudomoduli Φ0 trans-
form in the 65+1 of Sp(6) (with the ﬁrst being the traceless anti-symmetric represen-
tation). In terms of SU(5) quantum numbers, one has
Φ0 = (10 + 5) +
 
24 + 10 + 2 × 5 + 5 + 2 × 1
 
. (5.5)
12This model therefore accommodates one full composite generation, with less extra
SU(5)-charged matter than the theory in §4.1.
6. Brief comments on phenomenology
We close with some very elementary remarks about the phenomenology of the most
complete single-sector models we can generate in this way, which have two full com-
posite generations. The analysis of other models is completely analogous.
• As we have already emphasized, the main virtue of our models is their calculability.
It is straightforward to compute their spectrum, and we have already discussed most of
it in previous sections. The mass scales for chiral multiplets charged under the MSSM
gauge group can be summarized in the following table, which gives the masses in the
limit of vanishing Standard Model gauge couplings (and for the moment ignoring the
fermion masses which arise after SU(2) × U(1) breaking) :
Fermions Bosons
MSSM Ψ(1,2) 0 h2 
Ψ(3) 0 0
Messengers R,R Λe Λe
ρ, ˜ ρ,Z, ˜ Z h  h 
h  0
(6.1)
The last line corresponds to the Nambu-Goldstone bosons associated with the SU(Nf) →
SU(N) ×SU(Nc) breaking of the global symmetry. They acquire a mass ∼ gSM  once
we gauge the MSSM gauge group. In the “messengers” category we collect all ad-
ditional massive matter charged under the MSSM. The reason for this classiﬁcation
is that these ﬁelds (together with the composite MSSM ﬁelds) gauge mediate SUSY
breaking. The leading contribution comes from the (ρ,Z) sector, which is much lighter
than the R and R ﬁelds. The gauge mediation contribution to sfermion masses (which
is the only contribution in the case of third generation scalars) is ∼ g2
SM  [10].
The MSSM gaugino gets a mass of order g2
SM φ, with  φ the R-symmetry breaking
parameter. In addition to the ﬁelds listed in (6.1), we have the MSSM singlets Φ0,1, Y ,
χ and ˜ χ. Φ0,1 is lifted by a Coleman-Weinberg potential as discussed in the appendix.
Y and (χ+ ˜ χ) get masses ∼ h . We can give a mass of order gB  to (χ− ˜ χ) by gauging
U(1)B.1 We refer the reader to [10] for details.
1Notice that all our examples have a trivial magnetic gauge group (i.e. N = 1) and hence Y , χ
and ˜ χ are just 1 × 1 dimensional.
13• In our models, the ﬁrst two generations arise as composite dimension two operators
in the UV of the electric theory – these are “meson models,” in the parlance of [2].
Therefore, we can hope to explain some but not all of the structure of the Yukawa
couplings that is evident in the Standard Model. Assuming that the Higgs particles
are added as elementary states relative to the strongly coupled dynamics, the Yukawa
couplings of the ﬁrst two generations (neglecting mixing with the third generation) arise
from dimension 6 operators in the high-energy theory, and are naturally suppressed.
More precisely, one expects the Yukawa couplings to be generated by a superpotential
of the schematic form
WYuk ∼
1
M2
ﬂavor
(Q ˜ Q)H(Q ˜ Q) +
1
Mﬂavor
(Q ˜ Q)HΨ
(3) + Ψ
(3)HΨ
(3) . (6.2)
This gives rise to a Yukawa matrix whose basic structure is


ǫ2 ǫ2 ǫ
ǫ2 ǫ2 ǫ
ǫ ǫ 1

 (6.3)
controlled by the small parameter ǫ ∼ Λe
Mﬂavor. For ǫ ∼ 10−2, this is a reasonable starting
point for obtaining the correct Yukawa couplings, though some additional structure
remains to be explained.
Clearly, one could do a better job of explaining the ﬂavor structure visible in
the Standard Model with a composite model where the ﬁrst generation arises from a
composite operator which has (a lowest component in its supermultiplet of) dimension
three in the high energy theory, while the second generation comes from an operator of
dimension two. It would be interesting to construct such models following our general
strategy. The metastable vacua discussed by [14], which arise in supersymmetric QCD
with additional adjoint matter ﬁelds, would likely be a good starting point, since the
magnetic duals incorporate additional mesons which are cubic in the electric variables.
• The MSSM gauginos and the third generation elementary states get their soft masses,
in these models, from gauge mediation arising from both the composite MSSM gener-
ations, and from the massive messengers (additional vector-like MSSM charges) which
exist at the scale ∼ h . For this reason, it is desirable to have the ﬁrst two generations
of sparticles (and the messengers) at a mass scale somewhat above the TeV scale. For
h ∼ 1, we should choose   ∼ 5 TeV. The resulting stop mass will be small enough to
avoid excessive ﬁne-tuning; the resulting large masses for the squarks in the ﬁrst two
generations will help with FCNCs, as in the scenarios of [3, 4, 5, 6]. It is interesting to
consider fully solving the supersymmetric ﬂavor problem by raising the masses of the
14ﬁrst two generation sparticles a bit more - for discussions of whether this is possible or
not, see also [15, 16, 17, 18].
• With   ∼ 5 TeV, we are still allowed great freedom in our choice of the compositeness
scale Λe, since   ∼
√
mΛe. To avoid Landau poles before the GUT scale, it is clearly
desirable to choose Λe as large as possible. Even for very large Λe (close to the GUT
scale), the scenario of §4.2 will suﬀer from Landau poles at or before the GUT scale,
due to the large number (6 × (5 + ¯ 5)) of additional messengers which make a direct
mediation contribution to soft masses and which appear with masses ∼ 5 TeV. One
way to avoid this problem may be to consider more general gauge groups as in §5.
In any event, clearly the proliferation of extra SU(5) charges at a high scale is the
least attractive feature of the simple models we have proposed here, and ﬁnding more
economical models would be a natural goal for future research. On the other hand, it
is fortunate that we are at least free to push Λe to high scales to avoid many exotics
anywhere close to the TeV scale. For a general discussion of the issue of Landau poles
in a similar context, see [19].
• Single-sector models typically involve strong coupling, both in the SUSY-breaking
dynamics and in the formation of the composite MSSM states. For this reason it has
been diﬃcult to exhibit calculable examples. We did so here by making use of the
electric/magnetic duality of supersymmetric gauge theories [9]. Another tool which
could be useful in this regard is gauge/gravity duality. For discussions of how one
might approach the problem from this perspective, see [20, 21, 22].
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15A. SUSY-breaking vacua after adding cubic and quartic cou-
plings in the electric theory
In this appendix we study the eﬀect of adding the superpotential terms (3.4) and (3.5)
to the electric theory.
Cubic couplings
Let us ﬁrst investigate what happens when adding (3.4). Our main goal is to see that
the ISS metastable vacuum is not destabilized as long as the coupling does not involve
Tr Φ0. The Φ0 matrix can be decomposed into an adjoint and a singlet of SU(Nc)
Φ0 = Φ0,Adj + Φ0,1 . (A.1)
Φ0,Adj is traceless and hence can be parametrized as a general Nc × Nc matrix subject
to the constraint
Φ
Nc
0,Adj,Nc = −
Nc−1  
a=1
Φ
a
0,Adj,a . (A.2)
The singlet is proportional to the identity matrix
Φ0,1 =
1
Nc
(TrΦ0)1Nc . (A.3)
For our purposes, it is suﬃcient to consider the eﬀect of coupling the entire adjoint
Φ0,Adj to an adjoint ﬁeld X; we will brieﬂy discuss cases where we pair up less of Φ0,Adj
at the end. The magnetic superpotential is
W = h˜ qiΦ
i
jq
j − h 
2Φ
i
i + λΦ
i
0,Adj,jX
j
i (A.4)
Let us deﬁne indices  ,ν = 1,...,N and a,b = 1,...,Nc.
Since X transforms in the adjoint representation of SU(Nc), it is traceless, i.e.
X
Nc
Nc = −
 Nc−1
a=1 Xa
a. We can then rewrite the last term in (A.4) in terms of Φ
Tr[Φ0,Adj X] = Tr[(Φ0,Adj + Φ0,1)X] = Tr[Φ0 X] = Tr[ΦX] (A.5)
where we have used Φ0,1X ∼ X, and the fact that X is traceless. In the last equality,
we deﬁne Tr[Φ X] by extending X to be an Nf × Nf matrix, which is identically zero
except in the Nc×Nc block that we really need for our spectators (so all the additional
spurious contributions in the Tr, coming from the matrix entries with one or both
indices running over  ,ν on Φ and X, vanish identically).
16This rewriting simpliﬁes the analysis of F-terms – we only have to keep track of
the tracelessness of X, without taking special care of the decomposition of Φ0. The
F-terms become:
FΦ
µ
ν =
∂W
∂Φ
µ
ν
= h˜ qµq
ν − h 
2δ
ν
µ (A.6)
FΦ
N+a
N+b =
∂W
∂Φ
N+a
N+b
=
∂W
∂Φa
0,b
= h˜ qN+aq
N+b − h 
2δ
a
b + λX
a
b (A.7)
FΦ
N+a
ν =
∂W
∂ΦN+a
ν
= h˜ qN+aq
ν (A.8)
FΦ
µ
N+b =
∂W
∂Φ
µ
N+b
= h˜ qµq
N+b (A.9)
FXa
b =
∂W
∂Xa
b
= λΦ
a
b − λδ
a
bΦ
Nc
Nc a,b = 1,    ,Nc (but not both Nc) (A.10)
Fqj =
∂W
∂qj = h˜ qiΦ
i
j (A.11)
F˜ qj =
∂W
∂˜ qi
= hΦ
j
iq
i (A.12)
where there is no sum over repeated   and a indices. The (˜ qq) matrix has at most rank
N. Since the F-terms for the Φ ﬁelds cannot all vanish, this model gives rise to SUSY
breaking by a generalization of the rank condition in [8].
A local minimum of the scalar potential is found as follows. From equation (A.6),
we can see that FΦ
µ
ν vanishes if one only turns on the χ, ˜ χ components of the magnetic
squarks:
 χ  = q01N×N,  ˜ χ  = ˜ q01N×N, ˜ q0q0 =  
2 →  ˜ qq  = diag( 
21N,0Nc) . (A.13)
Plugging this into (A.7), together with TrX = 0, sets X = 0. The tracelessness
constraint is crucial – in its absence, one would instead ﬁnd only supersymmetric vacua
where X condenses and breaks the Standard Model gauge group. The ρ, ˜ ρ components
of the magnetic squarks get a positive mass2 from their coupling to the non-zero FΦ0.
The F-components in (A.8) and (A.9) vanish with this choice of quark vevs. The
F-components of the magnetic quarks (A.11) and (A.12) vanish for Φ = diag(0N,Φ0),
with arbitrary Φ0. Finally, (A.10) vanishes for Φ0,Adj = 0 and Φ0,1 arbitrary.
17Expanding around these background vacuum expectation values, the only non-zero
F-components arise from (A.7):
FΦN+a
N+b = −h 
2δ
a
b . (A.14)
A signiﬁcant diﬀerence, as compared to the analysis in [8], is that most of the Φ0
degrees of freedom are required to vanish at tree-level due to the X F-term. This is
not a surprise; we have added the spectators X precisely to give these components a
large tree-level mass.
Including the quartic coupling
It remains to discuss the stabilization of Φ0,1. We now include the coupling (3.5) which
breaks R-symmetry
W → W + W4, W4 = h
2 φtr(Φ
2) . (A.15)
As in the pure ISS model, only ρ, ˜ ρ, Z and ˜ Z have a non-supersymmetric mass ma-
trix at tree-level and hence contribute to the eﬀective Coleman-Weinberg potential.
Furthermore, our couplings in this sector are identical to the ones considered in [10].
Hence, we can proceed exactly as in its appendix; we include a brief discussion here
only for completeness. The fermionic and bosonic messenger masses are
m2(Φ0,1) = |h|2[ |q0|2 +
1
2|Φ0,1|2 +
1
2|h φ|2
+1
2σ
 
(|Φ0,1|2 − |h φ|2)2 + 4|q0Φ∗
0,1 + q∗
0h φ|2 ]
(A.16)
˜ m2(Φ0,1) = |h|2[ |q0|2 + 1
2|Φ0,1|2 + 1
2|h φ|2 + 1
2η| 2 − h φΦ0,1|
+1
2σ
 
(|Φ0,1|2 − |h φ|2 + η| 2 − h φΦ0,1|)2 + 4|q0Φ∗
0,1 + q∗
0h φ|2 ]
(A.17)
where, for simplicity, we only consider the dependence on Φ0,1 and set all other pseu-
domoduli to their stabilized values. Here σ, η run over ±1. There are 4 NcN fermions
and 2 NcN complex bosons.
The one-loop Coleman-Weinberg potential for Φ0,1 is then easily determined by
integrating out the messenger ﬁelds. The result is as in [10]; the Φ0,1 ﬁeld has a stable
vacuum (for  φ ≪  ), resulting from a competition between the tree-level potential
and the 1-loop corrections, with a vacuum expectation value
hΦ0,1 ∼
 2 ∗
φ
b| |2 + | φ|2 (A.18)
18and a mass of order
m
2
Φ0,1 ∼
(log 4 − 1)
8π2 N|h
4 
2| + |h
4 
2
φ| . (A.19)
It is easy to discuss also the cases where one only decouples some subset of the
Φ0,Adj degrees of freedom by pairing them with spectator X ﬁelds. Instead of being
locked at zero classically by a large O(Λe) mass, the unpaired components of Φ0,Adj will
be given a tiny mass2 ∼ h4 2
φ at tree level. As discussed in [10], in the full theory, the
more signiﬁcant eﬀect is that the bosonic pieces of the unpaired supermultiplets will
get a positive mass2 of O(h4 2) at one loop (which is a much larger eﬀect because we
work in the regime   ≫  φ). In the fermionic sector, as discussed in §3.1, one will get
light composite fermions (which are predominantly from the unpaired fermions in Φ0
for Λe ≫ h2 φ, though they contain some small admixture of the external X fermions
with the same quantum numbers).
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